
Discussion 4 - Chapter 7

Name___________________________________

SHORT ANSWER.  Wri te your answer i n the space provided or on a separate sheet of  paper.

Provide an appropriate response.
1) Explain the difference between descriptive and inferential statistics.

2) Define a point estimate. What is the best point estimate for µ?

3) When determining the sample size needed to achieve a particular error estimate you need to know Η.
What are two methods of estimating Η i f Η is unknown?

4) Under what circumstances can you replace Η w ith s in the formula E = z΅/2 ·
Η
n

.

5) ^When determining sample size we need to know p. If w e have no prior information, what are two
methods that can be used?

6) What is the best point estimate for the population proportion? Explain why that point estimate is best.

7) Under what three conditions is i t appropriate to use the t distribution in place of the standard normal
distribution?
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Use the gi ven data to f i nd the minimum sample si ze requi red to estimate the populati on proporti on.
8) ^ ^Margin of error: 0.09; confidence level: 99%; p and q unknown

Use the gi ven degree of  conf i dence and sample data to construct a conf i dence i nterval  f or the populati on proporti on
p.

9) When 334 college students are randomly selected and surveyed, i t is found that 103 own a car. Find a 99%
confidence interval for the true proportion of al l  col lege students who own a car.

Use the gi ven degree of  conf i dence and sample data to construct a conf i dence i nterval  f or the populati on mean µ .
Assume that the populati on has a normal  di stri buti on.

10) A  sociologist develops a test to measure atti tudes towards public transportation, and 27 randomly selected
subjects are given the test. Their mean score is 76.2 and their standard deviation is 21.4. Construct the 95%
confidence interval for the mean score of al l  such subjects.

Use the gi ven i nformati on to f i nd the minimum sample si ze requi red to estimate an unknown populati on mean µ .
11) How many weeks of data must be randomly sampled to estimate the mean weekly sales of a new  l ine of

athletic footwear? We w ant 99% confidence that the sample mean is w ithin $200 of the population mean,
and the population standard deviation is known to be $1400.

Use the conf i dence l evel  and sample data to f i nd a conf i dence i nterval  f or estimati ng the populati on µ . Round your
answer to the same number of  decimal  places as the sample mean.

12) A  random sample of 108 l ight bulbs had a mean l i fe of x = 547 hours w ith a standard deviation of
Η = 36 hours.   Construct a 90% confidence interval for the mean l i fe, µ, of al l  l ight bulbs of this type.
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